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ORGA-LINE Ti5

ORGA-LINE inserts keep your cutlery organised and within easy reach every time. When setting the dinner table or entertaining outside, simply remove the required cutlery container and take it to the table. The stainless steel cutlery inserts are
dishwasher safe, made for trouble free cleaning - “No more clutter.”
Cutlery inserts in your Non Consumables

AMBIA-LINE –
The Non-consumables zone is the largest storage zonethe
in the
kitchen
whereby
inner
dividing
system
The AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories
it holds items such as cutlery, crockery, glasses, plastic containers and electric
whisks, among many others. For drawers with front width of 600 mm, use ORGAThe attractive AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories combine a high-quality
The new inner dividing system
LINE cutlery inserts like Ti5 or Bi1 and Fi2 as they provide ample storage solutions
design with well-conceived functionality. Holders for knives, plates and
for LEGRABOX ensures perfect
without cluttering the interior of your drawers.
spices and film dispensers for plastic film or foil help to keep the kitchen tidy.
organisation in all living areas
Everything is perfectly in place – your kitchen utensils are tidily stored

with an elegant frame design.

in the pull-out and easy to access.

The universally compatible

Cutlery inserts in the Cooking zone

AMBIA-LINE frames are easy

a shape,
As the drawer is located just near the knob, it will to
behandle
easy forand
anyhave
kitchen
user to
colourforks,
and material
to match or
access cooking utensils such as soup ladles, spatulas,
turners, skimmers
basting spoons just when you need them.
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